
ABORIGINAL RIGHTS, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Every non–Aboriginal person living in British Columbia today is a living beneficiary of the original sin of 
dispossession. This hidden subsidy keeps our quality of life afloat. And it is the unspoken secret of this 
subsidy that causes a collective shudder when the reallocation of settlement lands is proposed. We did not 
pick our colonial family, but we have inherited its assets and are responsible for its debts. Ninety-four 
percent of land in British Columbia remains Crown land, much of which can still be leased or purchased 
in fee simple, yet paying our long-overdue debt to the original landowners seems to many an impossible 
feat. Our past is heavy with the accumulated multigenerational weight of these microtechniques of 
dispossession, these intimate interactions between policies and practices over time. Our past may be 
heavy with them, but they only comprise our history if we choose to shoulder our family responsibility 
and narrate them as our history. (Paige Raibmon, “Unmaking Native Space: A Genealogy of Indian 
Policy, Settler Practice, and the Microtechniques of Dispossession,” in A. Harmon, ed., The Power of 
Promises: Rethinking Indian Treaties in the Pacific Northwest [Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
2009], 78-79)



Excerpts from the Royal Proclamation, 1763

And whereas it is just and reasonable, and essential to our Interest, and the Security of our Colonies, that 
the several Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom We are connected, and who live under our Protection, 
should not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts of Our Dominions and Territories as, 
not having been ceded to or purchased by Us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as their Hunting 
Grounds … 

And We do hereby strictly forbid, on Pain of our Displeasure, all our loving Subjects from making any 
Purchases or Settlements whatever, or taking Possession of any of the Lands above reserved, without our 
especial leave and Licence for that Purpose first obtained. … 

And whereas great Frauds and Abuses have been committed in purchasing Lands of the Indians, to the 
great Prejudice of our Interests. and to the great Dissatisfaction of the said Indians: In order, therefore, to 
prevent such Irregularities for the future, and to the end that the Indians may be convinced of our Justice 
and determined Resolution to remove all reasonable Cause of Discontent, We do, with the Advice of our 
Privy Council strictly enjoin and require, that no private Person do presume to make any purchase from 
the said Indians of any Lands reserved to the said Indians, within those parts of our Colonies where We 
have thought proper to allow Settlement: but that, if at any Time any of the Said Indians should be 
inclined to dispose of the said Lands, the same shall be Purchased only for Us, in our Name, at some 
public Meeting or Assembly of the said Indians, to be held for that Purpose by the Governor or 
Commander in Chief of our Colony respectively within which they shall lie … 

Excerpt from St. Catherine’s Milling and Lumber Co. v. The Queen (1888)

It was suggested in the course of the argument for the Dominion, that inasmuch as the proclamation 
recites that the territories thereby reserved for Indians had never ‘been ceded to or purchased by’ the 
Crown, the entire property of the land is at variance with the terms of the instrument, which shew that the 
tenure of the Indians was a personal and usufructuary right, dependent upon the good will of the 
Sovereign. It appears to [the Law Lords] to be sufficient for the purposes of this case that there has been 
all along vested in the Crown a substantial and paramount estate, underlying the Indian title, which 
became a plenum dominium whenever that title was surrendered or otherwise extinguished.
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